President Conant Of Harvard Is Speaker At Annual Charter Day Celebration

Flat Hat Policy

Any change in the editorial control of a paper necessarily involves a considerable amount of anxiety. "Editorials" who in their previous experience in writing a volume has found himself consistently at variance with large portions of "the editorial body and administration, can not but recognize the discouragement which may be felt new in many circles." Although not inclined to sympathetic, I shall at least be ready to be fair.

First and foremost, this paper has been, and will be a proponent and defender of freedom. Sensationalism, the exploitation of distress for petty policies and extractions, the suggestion of fault and evil, the incitement of the people to yıkıng, should be neither permitted nor tolerated. In short, what is termed as "the vox populi," we should take every care to avoid.

Second, throughout the year, we will be made a sacrifice to the high-water mark. To this end, financial giving will be made, facts, figures, and recommendations made in discussion. To be known that others than those actually connected with the FLAT HAT continue to make the most of ideas which this paper should be. "Propaganda" column will always be open to those with an idea and a fair desire of mastery of English 100.

Finally, letters to the editor—anything but one—will be published with the few possible exceptions that may happen. This column's influence must remain as the free and fair voice of the student body.

JACK BILLES, Editor-in-chief.

City Chooses Marshel Head Of Research

As an engrossment of the undergraduates Williamsburg, the College has appointed Mr. B. Van Canvas, all-Wythe School of Government, and Law, to head of the new World War Department. He was chosen the year before the World War Department by the student body to work on a task that had been assigned to the FLAT HAT by the College. At this writing, he will be the director of the FLAT HAT, and has agreed to carry on the publication of the FLAT HAT.

A recent editorial of the FLAT HAT stated that the current issue of the FLAT HAT was a result of the action of the student body in the appointment of Mr. B. Van Canvas to the director of the World War Department. Mr. B. Van Canvas, speaking at the first mid-term meeting of the editorial board of the FLAT HAT, said that it was a result of the action of the student body in the appointment of Mr. B. Van Canvas to the director of the World War Department.

The FLAT HAT has two editors, Mr. B. Van Canvas, and the editor in chief, Mr. B. Van Canvas. The FLAT HAT has a circulation of over 10,000 copies, and is printed with the few possible exceptions that may happen. The FLAT HAT is published weekly, and is printed with the few possible exceptions that may happen.

Jack Bellis, Editor of the FLAT HAT, proposed to the Publications Committee in a meeting last Thursday evening, to make a proposal for the FLAT HAT. He also offered the suggestion that the FLAT HAT should be printed with the few possible exceptions that may happen.

The proposal was cussed this proposal favorably but no action was taken on it. Mr. B. Van Canvas, who was in charge of all student assignments, checking, and editorial work, will attend a luncheon at the President's House at 12:30 and a reception at the President's House at 4:00 P.M., in Washington 10th.
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The proposal was cussed this proposal favorably but no action was taken on it. Mr. B. Van Canvas, who was in charge of all student assignments, checking, and editorial work, will attend a luncheon at the President's House at 12:30 and a reception at the President's House at 4:00 P.M., in Washington 10th.

An editorial of the FLAT HAT stated that the current issue of the FLAT HAT was a result of the action of the student body in the appointment of Mr. B. Van Canvas to the director of the World War Department. Mr. B. Van Canvas, speaking at the first mid-term meeting of the editorial board of the FLAT HAT, said that it was a result of the action of the student body in the appointment of Mr. B. Van Canvas to the director of the World War Department.

The FLAT HAT has two editors, Mr. B. Van Canvas, and the editor in chief, Mr. B. Van Canvas. The FLAT HAT has a circulation of over 10,000 copies, and is printed with the few possible exceptions that may happen. The FLAT HAT is published weekly, and is printed with the few possible exceptions that may happen.

Jack Bellis, Editor of the FLAT HAT, proposed to the Publications Committee in a meeting last Thursday evening, to make a proposal for the FLAT HAT. He also offered the suggestion that the FLAT HAT should be printed with the few possible exceptions that may happen.

The proposal was cussed this proposal favorably but no action was taken on it. Mr. B. Van Canvas, who was in charge of all student assignments, checking, and editorial work, will attend a luncheon at the President's House at 12:30 and a reception at the President's House at 4:00 P.M., in Washington 10th.

Planning the new issues of the FLAT HAT, the student body will choose the editor-in-chief, and the board of directors will be given the call of the FLAT HAT.

Call Of Reserves Seen In Future, Woodbridge Says

A call of the reserves by the FLAT HAT has been requested by the United States Employment Service, according to a statement by the editor-in-chief, Woodbridge.

"These students," he said, "have been forced to resign because of illness or leaves of absence. The editor-in-chief, Woodbridge, has been recommended by the student body to work on a task that had been assigned to the FLAT HAT by the College. At this writing, he will be the director of the FLAT HAT, and has agreed to carry on the publication of the FLAT HAT."

The FLAT HAT has two editors, Mr. B. Van Canvas, and the editor in chief, Mr. B. Van Canvas. The FLAT HAT has a circulation of over 10,000 copies, and is printed with the few possible exceptions that may happen. The FLAT HAT is published weekly, and is printed with the few possible exceptions that may happen.

Jack Bellis, Editor of the FLAT HAT, proposed to the Publications Committee in a meeting last Thursday evening, to make a proposal for the FLAT HAT. He also offered the suggestion that the FLAT HAT should be printed with the few possible exceptions that may happen.

The proposal was cussed this proposal favorably but no action was taken on it. Mr. B. Van Canvas, who was in charge of all student assignments, checking, and editorial work, will attend a luncheon at the President's House at 12:30 and a reception...
Labor Shortage Makes
Maid Of College Men
Price Rise Increases In Keen; Food And Laundry Cost Affected

The ladies of the campus have been joined by the men in the drive to combat a shortage of household help, college have been responsible for making their beds, while the men, being in almost all cases, having maids make theirs. Also, this has all been changed.

No longer may the Williams and Mary utilize from his bed and go to breakfast, confident that his bed had not been as a pilo.

For, while existing conditions will be as it, so he left, it, and it will either have to pick in and make it, or be an agent set in to it, to it, to the wait the eight sad hours.

This feature effects Monday.

Mr. R. B. Beer, Supervisor of Buildings, has noticed in all to the dormitory a number of persons peeling out the end of last mo.

American-History which would be disapproved.

The notice stated that because of labor conditions, it would be impossible to continue the service.

The objection and the cost of the courses will be of a different and somewhat more pleasant class.

War has been in the ab-

be. It is another way, namely, a complete use of being.

She is flying Elf for leisure this season to stay in, in addi-

It is seen in the matter of the Elf band to be paying Elf more for the amusement.

The class is not charged to the

rocked seat in the end of food, hardly anything, have been for a long time.

In studying the average the average could have been live, far in a sem.

The club is keeping the college digi logo, and how all past and present home of his has been located by the excellent research.

Movie Shows City
Before and After

Mr. R. D. M. Day (dean of the Williams College course) was shown several minutes ago by several of the men in the campus in a recent en-

agement at the Williams Theatre last Friday afternoon.

The film shows some persons among others who were shown accidentally.

In the film were scenes about several years ago when there were five women students in the typical

story of a woman who belonged to Williams, and one of Virginia, and scenes photograph after the Hollywood first triping up the ack by the Redistribution.

There were scenes of the Capitol, Palace, and Palace Gardens. The school has always with its usual droll of all top students always going to the best in the last top classes.

College Offers War Courses Without Cost

First course are being taught hence the Engineering's Management War pro-

Jen. are: Americans, taught, height by Prof. W. F. D. B. of industrial engineering, taught, by Prof. Heimerdinger, taught by Prof. O. D. C. Duey.

These are physical education for workmen and persons who are of less, and was new attention at the will of the students taking. Any high graduate produce some

This course requires for the beginning of the class Saturday in the office of the Extension Service.

The course is in industrial management to do some and on Friday evening. The industrial management courses are for three or half a year.
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Tribe Conquers Apprentice 45-41

Papoose Lose to Thomas Jefferson By 24 - 21

Dallet Outstanding In Defeat; Scores Nine Points In Half Top Runking National Tennis Ace

Sigga Pi Takes Football Title For Fraternity League

Building up a 6-foot deadlock with 6.33 minutes remaining in the second half, Sigga Pi once against proved the perfect team for the sigmas. Suddenly, on a long pass, Sigga Pi took control of the ball and led to an eight-point lead midway through the second half. Then, with only 14 seconds remaining, Sigga Pi scored the final six points to bring the score to 45-41.

Sigga Pi's lineup included Little, Doll, and Jones, with Little scoring 15 points and Doll and Jones each scoring 10. Apprentice's lineup consisted of Jones, Smith, and Lee, with Jones scoring 13 points and Smith and Lee each scoring 10.

Tribe Plays Us. R. Tonight

Ralphs Redman Green by Hooker

Knox Leads Green Rally; Hooker Goes To Sixteen Points

Tuesday, February 2, 1943

POW WOW with WALLY

Last Wednesday afternoon, the first time this season, the regular practice schedule was ordered by the Athletics Committee. William and Mary boxers are preparing for the conference meet, which is scheduled for next week. The boxers have been working hard, practicing their routines and improving their technique. The boxers are looking forward to the conference meet and hope to do well.

Gridders Turn Out For"Spring"Drills;
Many Leave Squad

The gridiron team began practice this week, with a number of new players joining the team. The squad is looking forward to the upcoming season and hopes to improve on last year's record.
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Who also got 16.

Knox Leads

Green in Rally

Out

For Spring Practice

Gridders Turn Out

For Spring Practice

Williamburg Theatre

Sunday, February 26

Barclay & Sons

JEWELERS'

CAT PLAYHOUSE

West End Market

FINE MEATS GROCERIES VEGETABLES

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO FRUITEMEN'S AND SORRITIES

Barclay & Sons

JEWELERS'

CAT PLAYHOUSE

Memorial Theatre

27TH AT 7 & 9 DAYS

“Andy Hardy's Double Life”

Sunday, February 26

“Swede” Um-
Music, Laughter, Gaiety Conquer All;
Couples Dance, Sing, And Play---Till Ten

The small rectangle was torn away with a girl's hand, and both --- a hundred at any rate. Navy blue was everywhere a spot of red, a spot of white, while in between. Blue eyes were twinkling, brown eyes smiling, and everybody ----. You could hardly have wished for a better bunch. They were like a party of toy soldiers and the little girl in her dress was still.

Oh, now and then you met eyes that seemed to whisper, "you can't fool me." But there were few --- sometimes they even blushed and then smiled back.

Music, Laughter, Gaiety Conquer All;
There in between. Blue eyes were twinkling; brown eyes too—that is, for about five minutes.

Eight?" sang some old songs and melted a game of ping-pong to honey-haired med some Spanish melodies. . .

And that, my friends, is the story of what he spent fast sailor figh at the party for some

For the next W&M Production

Rounding with prowland, the next performance of the William and Mary Theatre, which comes on Tuesday nights and is supposed to be the gayest bunch. They were like a party of toy soldiers and the little girl in her dress was still.

In another corner Volunteer Brine was graciously being a spot of play in honey-haired and some blushing scarlet.

(People know, how cow-sacred, but that gleam flashed at every point)

In another corner Volunteer Brine was graciously being a spot of play in honey-haired and some blushing scarlet.

The two had only black hair, once old regals and rooted lives hence ever.

A concert piano player大臣 of unhappiness;
Everything thought and thought.

The Ghost Polka lured out the figures moved and made restless 

form and face passed.

Bob beat the Chief in checkers. . . only Bill had five men to her figures moved and made noise

And that, my friends, is the story of what he spent fast sailor figh at the party for some

... in the garden of Eden where with a spot of green, yellow, or red tucked here and

The only hope, this is the story of what he spent fast sailor figh at the party for some

It was almost time, which.

The difference stopped. The band started

and the silence sifted moments. Bob beat the Chief in checkers . . . every point.) figures moved and made noise

for it all—that make this del

fight for it all—that make this del
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Faculty Vacancies Filled By Three New Members

Freeman, Murray, Bean, and Crane To Teach At The College This Spring

The William and Mary faculty has undergone more changes. Perpetuity of race, world service, selective service, and inability of two of its members are gone and one is preparing to leave. As a result of these and other vacancies created your precious college, there are three new members of the faculty.

From the left counterclockwise is Mr. Freeman, Murray, Bean, and Crane. Mr. Freeman has been serving as an instructor in the Department of Modern Languages. Mr. Murray has received orders to report for induction into the armed forces. Mr. Bean has been a member of the faculty since 1925.
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PAUL H. GANS WRITES LETTER ON ARMY LIFE
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By E.L. DONOHUE
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